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Bullish on Bitcoin The crypto bubble burst in 2018 and the dust has settled. Fortunes have been made and lost
overnight, but a new industry has been forged.  From bounties to avatars that get you tokens, Bullish on Bitcoin outlines

dozens of strategies to trade, invest, create, and explore the brand new decentralized overall economy. re still in new
territory.-37+ strategies to make money in the crypto space, from techniques you can implement quickly, developing
your personal cryptocurrency, to long run strategies.t matter in case you are a specialist trader, investor, business

owner, or if you’re just starting out on your trip.This book will open you up to various investment opportunities; -Advice
and interviews with a large number of blockchain CEOs-----About the writer: -Mosaic Investing, Scuttlebutts, Value
Investing and various other valuation frameworks to make smarter investments and identify undervalued coins-Tips

from angel investors and venture capitalists  What you’ll learn: -Trading psychology, and managing your emotions for
more rewarding trades. The Crazy West isn't as crazy, but we’ It doesn’-How to properly manage risk in trades and

investments, and how not to lose money when shit hits the fan. -What Bruce Lee and Mr. Monopoly have to educate us
about handling our cash. Let these suggestions serve as starting points for further study. some you possess heard of,

others are still experimental.Misha is a Tokyo-based blogger and entrepreneur. In the past 5 years, he's helped
companies like Facebook and Amazon build their hiring strategies and released his personal startup. He writes

frequently about cryptocurrencies, technology and the future of work. Bitcoin has survived ten years and a large number
of people around the world are working hard to create a new, decentralized economy.
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